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Essential characteristics of finite-,8 equilibria of 
a planar axis L = 2 heliotron/ torsatron sys-
tem are described by nearly axisymmetric large 
Shafranov shift (~) due to toroidal force bal-
ance under the non-axisymmetric distribution 
of the magnetic field strength inherent in the 
vacuum configuration. The Shafranov shift is 
so large(~' d~/dr rv 0(1)) that the equilib-
ria correspond to high- ,B ordering of tokamaks 
and that both the poloidal field and flux sur-
faces are axisymmetrically compressed on the 
outside of the torus as ,B increases, leading to 
nearly axisymmetric deformation of the local 
magnetic shear with ,B value. An effect of the 
helicity due to the helical coils, i.e., the three 
dimensional property appears only in the lo-
cal magnetic curvature in the lowest order as 
well as the toroidicity through the distribution 
of the magnetic field strength inherent in the 
three dimensional vacuum magnetic field. 
In order to obtain a model expression for the 
local magnetic shear, the equation of a current-
less equilibrium based on the stellarator expan-
sion (high-f) ordering) is approximately solved 
with the use of the Shafranov coordinate sys-
tem ( r, (), <p) : [ 1] 
l sde = [ r ,B"] s(B-Bk)-a 1+3s+-,et sinO, 
l sde 
A = ( 1 - a cos B) 2 ' 
where Bk is the radial wave number and 
Q -/::;.' =-~,6' (:;:>: 0) ~ 0(1), 
,B = 
2P 
B5' s = 
rdq 
qdr 
Note that the correction term due to the large 
Shafranov shift 1 + 3s + r t)" I t3' changes the sign 
196 
in the region with strong stellarator-like global 
lnagnetic shear (s < 0, lsi rv 1), which leads 
to the destabilization of the high-n ballooning 
modes in such a region.[1, 2] 
By using above quantities, the model equa-
tion for high-n ballooning and TAE modes is 
expressed as follows: 
~fe { Gc [1 +A2] ~} 
field line bending term 
+ D2 {1 + 4Et cos()+ 4EhFe} G~ [ 1 +A 2] ~ 
inertia term 
+ 4a { 8 + cos () + r Eh Fe 
Et 
+ [sinB+L~Fs] (asinB+GcAJ}~ = 0 
curvature term 
where 
G c 1 - a cos B, 
Fe } { COS (<I>) 
Fs sin( <I>) 
<I> (L- qM)B + M qasin ()- M a, 
a and 8 indicate the label of the magnetic field 
line and the averaged magnetic well ( 8 < 0) 
or hill (8 > 0), respectively. Et and Eh cor-
respond to toroidicity and helicity of helical 
coils, respectively. Note that the influence of 
the helicity of the helical coils, i.e., the three 
dimensional property denoted by the label of 
the field line a is included only in the normal 
and geodesic magnetic curvature terms through 
the magnetic field strength except for the small 
correction in the inertia term. 
Essential differences of the model equation in 
L = 2 heliotron/torsatrons based on the high-
,8 ordering from one in tokamaks based on the 
low-,8 ordering come from both the deforma-
tion of the local magnetic shear due to a large 
Shafranov shift and the local 1nagnetic curva-
ture due to the helicity. 
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